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I have been using Photoshop for about 30 years. I liked it and have upgraded it throughout the years. But that all stopped when Adobe went to a 
subscription model. So I have been stuck using the old Photoshop CS6 for quite a few years. Well that is going to stop with Apple’s Catalina - 
Photoshop is incompatible. That’s when I decided to see if Acorn would be a good replacement. Acorn is a picture and image editing program that 
comes in at a fraction of the cost of Photoshop. Plus once you buy it - it’s yours. No subscription.

User Interface
When you first open Acorn you are presented with the familiar canvas in the center of the screen with the Tools palette to the left and the 

Inspector/Layers Palette 
to the right. All are 
floating palettes rather 
than docked together. 
As I compared the Tool 
palettes between Acorn 
and Photoshop, I notice 
that Acorn’s palette 
contains a lot (but not 
all) of the tools that the 
Photoshop Tool palette 
has. The user interface 
has the option for the 
light Aqua and Dark 
Aqua appearance - the 
first two screenshots are 
in the dark appearance  
and the rest are the light 
appearance.

Photo Effects
  Acorn comes with many photo effects: Tilt shift, vignette, drop shadow, gradients, sharpening, color correction, 
distortions, blurs and many more. With Acorn’s filter panel, adding effects to your images is very easy. Effects can be 
seen in real time, so you can get your adjustments just right. 

Vector & Bezier Tools
  Acorn includes a variety of vector tools, such as stars, arrows, Bézier curves, and text 
tools, along with boolean operations (union, intersect, difference, exclude, and 
divide). These boolean operations can be performed on multiple shapes to make 
complex vectors in your images. 
  Acorn’s tools can also convert text to Bézier paths, add and subtract Bézier points, 
smooth, and reverse your paths.
  You can easily create a shape or path and then wrap text or Emojis along or around 
this path (Figure 11). You can modify your text with on-canvas controls for circle 
radius, rotation, and inversion or use the baseline and kerning sliders to fine tune your 
text.

Shape Processor
 The Shape Processor (Figure 10) gives you parameters that you can use to tweak, 
generate, and adjust shapes non-destructively. The processor also allows you to stack 
unlimited processes just like you can with filters. 

Figure 3. These are flowers 
were created using the 
Vector Shape and Bezier 
tools. BTW: The three 
images on the right were 
created from the pink and 
blue star on the left.

Figure 1. Acorn’s workspace has the typical canvas with the tool palette and Inspector on either side.

Figure 2. The Filter 
window lets you stack 
filters together to make 
workflows.



Non-Destructive filters
Acorn comes with a wide range of filters that 

you can apply to your image: Everything from 
Blur, Color Adjustment, and Distortion effects, to 
Sharpen, Stylize, and Tiles Effects. You can stack 
your filters to make a workflow (Figure 2). You 
can even create your own filter workflows and save 
them so you can reuse them at a later date. 

Filters are nondestructive, meaning they won’t 
permanently alter your image. So you can come 
back at a later date and change the values of an applied filter. However, all 
filters do become permanent once you flattened the image.

Go to Flying Meat’s web site if you would like to see what the various filters 
look like when applied to an image of the Space Needle and to a rectangular 
shape.

Brushes
Acorn comes with a variety of brushes which includes, but is not limited to: 

Paint, Smudge, Doge, Burn, Stamp, and Clone. There is also a “Brush 
Designer” that you can use to modify a current brush or quickly create a new 
brush (Figure 4 left image). Once you have set the new brush's size, softness, 
flow, etc. you can add the new brush to an existing category: Pen, Shapes, 
Pencil, Watercolor or Basic Round (Figure 4 right image). From then on it 
will be available to use - it is not document specific.

If you are moving over from Photoshop, you don’t have to worry about 
losing all of your Photoshop brushes. Simply drag these brushes onto the 
Acorn icon and they will be imported into Acorn. I tested this by dragging my 
whole Photoshop brushes folder into Acorn. All but a few appeared in Acorn’s Brush 
palette’s “Imported” heading (Figure 5).

Clone Across Images, Layers, and More
Acorn’s clone tool gives you the ability to clone layers, clone from group or shape 

layers, and across different images (Figure 6). You can easily modify the clone brush’s 
softness and flow in the inspector palette. 

Figure 4. The Brush Designer lets you modify existing brushes or create new ones (left image). There are sliders to adjust all aspects of the 
brush and a small canvas to test all of the changes in real-time. Once saved, your brush will appear in the Brush palette under the 
heading/folder that you choose (see it located at the bottom of the drop-down menu shown in the right image).

Figure  5. Photoshop Brushes can be installed in Acorn under the Imported heading.

Figure  7.  Acorn adds nine “Workflows” to Automator.

Figure 6. Not only is there a typical Clone tool, but Acorn’s 
Clone tool can also clone from one image file to another! In 
this screenshot you can see the original fish image is sitting on 
top of the blank image that I am cloning to.

https://flyingmeat.com/acorn/docs/filter_examples.html
https://flyingmeat.com/acorn/docs/filter_examples.html


Taking Screen Shots
When Acorn is opened, it adds a: ⌘⇧6 key combination that will 

take a screenshot of your screen. It then loads that screenshot into 
Acorn. What’s interesting, is that this key combination will work even if 
Acorn isn’t the currently active program. Of course this key 
combination disappears once you quit Acorn.

Multi-Stop Live Gradients
Acorn’s gradient tool allows you to create a blend of colors fading into 

one another on your image.  So you can create a rainbow gradient by 
selecting multiple colors with the tabs located just below the gradient 
display (Figure 14). Acorn comes with a handful of useful gradient 
presets plus you can save gradients that you create. Just click on a preset 
and it will load in the gradient preview.

Acorn Automator Actions and JSTalk Scripts
Acorn can be used with Automator to process one or more images 

and to change the file format of the images. Acorn adds around nine 
“Workflows” to Automator’s Photos heading. (Figure 7). You can use 
these to crop, trim, and combine multiple images. Automator can also 
be used with Acorn to batch process images for watermarking, scaling, 
trimming, exporting, cropping, and more. The Acorn documentation includes a few AppleScript and JSTalk Script examples. You can even 

download additional workflows for the Flying Meat’s web site.
Styled Text import
  You can copy styled text from another source and then bring it into a layer in Acorn. So far (except 
for Photoshop’s styled text) all of the styles that I have brought into Acorn have remained intact. 

Image formats that Acorn Supports
 Acorn supports: AI (Adobe Illustrator), BMP, 
GIF, HEIF (high efficiency image file 
format - but Mac OS 10.13 or later is 
required), ICO (Microsoft Icon), JPEG, JPEG 
2000, PNG, PICT, PDF, PSD, RAW (32, 
64, or 128 bit images), SVG, TGA, and TIFF.
  BTW: Acorn does its best to open PSD 
(Photoshop) images, and if possible, preserve 
the layers. However, (as mentioned earlier) the 
Photoshop styles and editable text are not 
supported. - I tested this by creating an image 

in Photoshop, I added multiple images on different layers, and created a block of text. I then changed the size, formatting and fonts of the sentences 

Figure 8. If you want to share you images on the internet, you can use 
Acorn’s Web Export panel to set its format, size, etc. 

Figure  9. One of Acorn’s tutorials shows you how to restore and colorize old photos.

Figure 10. The Shape Processor gives you tools to quickly modify your shapes, such as 
turning a hexagon into a psychedelic flower or making a spiral of multi colored stars.

https://flyingmeat.com/acorn/docs/example_applescript_and_javascript_scripts.html
https://flyingmeat.com/acorn/docs/example_applescript_and_javascript_scripts.html
http://flyingmeat.com/stuff/BatchChangeDPI.workflow.zip
http://flyingmeat.com/stuff/BatchChangeDPI.workflow.zip


and then saved it as a PSD file. When I brought it into Acorn, all of the layers were still there and modifiable, 
but the text formatting was stripped away. However, the text was still selectable and I could reformat the text 
using Acorn’s text tools. 

As just mentioned, Acorn has a “Layer Export” option 
which lets you export the contents of a single layer or all of 
the layers into separate files. It also has a “Smart Layer 
Export” that is an alternative to traditional slicing found in 
other image editors. Exported layers can be saved at: 1, 2, 3, 
or 5 times the original size.

There is also a “Web Export” option that lets you choose 
the file format for your image destined for the Internet 
(Figure 8). It also displays the dimensions of the image when 
saved and it even has an option to remove the metadata from your images.

Tablets
For those of you that have tablets, you will be glad to hear that Acorn worked 

perfectly with my Wacom tablet. The width of lines grew and shrunk 
depending on the amount of pressure applied and the eraser on the tablet’s pen 
worked just fine. No need to change to the eraser tool - just flip the pen and 
start erasing. BTW: I wanted to also test Acorn using Catalina’s Sidecar, my 
iPad Pro, and my Apple pencil, but unfortunately my Mac wasn’t compatible 
with Sidecar. So I installed Astropad instead and it perfectly mirrored my 
desktop which included my opened Acorn program. Applying more or less 
pressure with the Apple pencil on the iPad resulted in thicker and thinner 
strokes in Acorn (Figure 13).

Testing
The only way to really get a good feel for a program is to put it through it paces. So I decided to work my way 

thorough quite a few of Acorn’s tutorials. I think the one that I enjoyed the most was the one where you turn an 
image into a puzzle (Figure 12). My next favorite was the “Create a box” tutorial. I printed it out and it actually 
did fold into a small box! 

After working my way through the tutorials, I was able to learn not only the basics but a lot of the advance 
capabilities of Acorn.

Apple Store vrs. Flying Meat’s Web site download
If you purchase Acorn from the Mac App Store, certain AppleScripts, Automator Actions, and JSTalk scripts may 

not work for you because of the sandboxing restrictions required by Apple. The downloaded version from Flying 
Meat’s web site does not have these restrictions. 

Last thoughts
Acorn has too many tools for me to cover them all in this limited space. If you want to know more about Acorn, I 

suggest that you go to the Flying Meat web site and browse through Acorn’s documentation and tutorials. Then 
download the trial copy and take it for a test run and see for yourself.

                                   The Skinny
Evaluation: I was quite impressed with all of the tools and options that Acorn has and that many of the keyboard 
shortcuts and tools were the same as Photoshop’s. The only thing I really miss is recordable actions, since I use those a lot. But on the other hand, not 
many graphics programs have the recordable actions option. So I won’t give Acorn a demerit for not having it either.
Requires: Mac OS X 10.10 - 10.15
Company: Flying Meat
Price: $29.99 from both the Mac App Store or from Flying Meat’s web site; There is a $10 student discount (from Flying Meat’s web site) 
Available 14 day trial copy

Figure 11. The “Text on a Path” tool lets you wrap text around and along paths.

Figure 14. You can create 
a rainbow gradient by 
selecting multiple colors.

Figure 12. I believe that you learn faster by doing it than reading 
about it. So I was pleased to see that the Flying Meat’s web site 
contains many tutorials (like the Puzzle and Box tutorials show 
above). 

Figure 13. Acorn supports 
tablets and pressure sensitive 
styluses.
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